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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which VBScript statements show the correct way to run an
automation script on a remote computer called MyServer?
A. Dim qtApp
Set qtApp = CreateObject("QuickTest.Application.MyServer")
B. Dim qtApp
Set qtApp = CreateObject("QuickTest.MyServer")
C. Dim qtApp
Set qtApp = CreateObject(nQuickTest,,."MyServerM)

D. Dim qtApp
Set qtApp = CreateObject("QuickTest.Application". "MyServer")
Answer: D
Explanation:
Reference:
http://softwaretesttips.com/tag/uft-troubleshooting/page/8/

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have a requirement to populate a list of allowed values
sourced from a database table. The list of allowed values
varies based on the context in which the list is used.
Which implementation maximizes reusability?
A. Create a data page sourced with a report definition.
Circumstance the report definition based on context.
B. Create a data page sourced with a report definition. Use
parameters to specify a filter condition to retrieve specific
results based on context.
C. Create a data page sourced with a connector. Specialize the
data page by class based on context.
D. Create a data page and report definition for each context.
Use parameters to filter the results of the response data
transform.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A nurse is teaching a client about self-administration of
Haldol 15 mg po hs. For which side effect/s must the client
seek medical attention?
A. restlessness and muscle spasms
B. dry mouth
C. diarrhea
D. SOB and fatigue
Answer: A
Explanation:
Muscle spasms and restlessness are side effects of Haldol

NEW QUESTION: 4
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Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
Option A and B are invalid because by default the Security
Groups already block traffic. You can use NACL's as an
additional security layer for the subnet to deny traffic.
Option D is invalid since just changing the Inbound Rules is
sufficient The AWS Documentation mentions the following A
network access control list (ACLJ is an optional layer of
security for your VPC that acts as a firewall for controlling
traffic in and out of one or more subnets. You might set up
network ACLs with rules similar to your security groups in
order to add an additional layer of security to your VPC.
The correct answer is: Change the Inbound NACL to deny access
from the suspecting IP
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